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This course will help students to:

 Understand and develop effective strategies for each stage of a
negotiation;

 Explore adversarial and collaborative bargaining ; Understand
ethical responsibilities of the lawyer representative;

 Learn techniques for concluding a negotiation successfully,
including crafting durable and enforceable agreements ;
Identify cross-cultural challenges that can arise in negotiations;

 Enhance communication skills, emphasizing effective use of
listening, persuasion and relationship-building;

 Develop personal grounding techniques and understand how
grounding increases efficacy in negotiations;

 Strengthen creative ability to expand the range of options for
resolving a dispute and to become good negotiators and to
represent clients effectively in both transactional and dispute
resolution settings, and achieving their business goals;



C
ode

Specific outcomes for the course

Knowledge

K
K 1

K 1.1.To understand the concept of business negotiation.
K 2.1. To differentiate between different types of negotiation and their uses in international context

K
K 2

K 2.1. To know the stages of negotiation and the way they should be completed.
K 2.2. To understand the influence of cultural difference on business negotiation

K
K 3

K 3.1.To identify the major implications of negotiations on business development .
K 3.2. To understand the impact of different negotiation tactics on negotiation outcomes.

Abilities

S
S 1

S 1. 1 The ability to apply different tactics of negotiations in order to achieve the goals

S
S 2

S 2. 1 The ability to develop strategies for an effective negotiation within national and international 
context.

S 2.2. To find solutions for difficult situation emerged during negotiation.
S

S 3
S3.1. To understand the limits between the ethical an unethical behavior during negotiation.

Competences

C
C 1

C 1. 1 The competence to collect and to interpret data related to interested field necessary for a 
successful negotiation.

C 1.2. To develop strategies for effective negotiation.
C

C 2
C 2. 1.To apply the critical thinking to understand the limits of the opponent part during negotiation

C
C 3

C 3.1. To formulate the correct goals and BATNA for a sucessful negotiation
C3.2. To apply different methods of negotiation for a succesful outcome



 Business Psychology

 Fundamentals of Management

 Fundamentals of Marketing

 Foreign Languages



Requiered readings:

 Salacuse, Jeswald, The Global Negotiator: Making, Managing and Mending Deals Around the 
World in the Twenty-First Century, Palgrave MacMillan, New York, 2003. 

 Shell, G. Richard, Bargaining for Advantage (2nd edition), 2004 

 Fisher, Roger & William Uri. Getting to Yes (3rd edition), 2007

 Pruteanu S. Manual de Comunicare si Negocieri in Afaceri. Iași:Polirom, 2000. 280 p. 

 Moraru D. Tehnici de Negociere. Note de curs. Timisoara 2004, 116 p.

Additional sources:

 Stone, Douglas, Bruce Patton & Sheila Heen, Difficult Conversations (2nd edition)

 The Business Strategy Game Simulation available at www.bsg-online.com

Links: 

 Harvard programes on negotiations http://www.pon.harvard.edu/category/daily/business-
negotiations.

 Business know-how http://www.businessknowhow.com/marketing/businessnegotiation.htm

 Art of Negotiation http://www.huffingtonpost.com/maryellen-
tribby/negotiation_b_3605194.html

 Negotiating what you want https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXFpOWDAhvM

 How to negotiate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCmvMDrCWjs

 The Art of Negotiation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjlPgJ1wBdM

 What the do not teach in business school https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHVJF9VaWfo

http://www.bsg-online.com/
http://www.pon.harvard.edu/category/daily/business-negotiations
http://www.businessknowhow.com/marketing/businessnegotiation.htm
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/maryellen-tribby/negotiation_b_3605194.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXFpOWDAhvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCmvMDrCWjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjlPgJ1wBdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHVJF9VaWfo


N
r

Type of assignment Share (%) of the 
final grade

1. Work in group, projects, simulations. 30

2. Presentation of individual tasks,
testing, contribution activity in the
classroom

20

3. Class activity 5

4. Class Attendance 5

5. Final Exam 40

6. Total 100



Topic1Introduction





 What negotiation is ?

 Principles and concepts of Negotiation

 Interpersonal relation

 Stages of Negotiation

 The negotiator profile. Types of negotiation

 The international contract

 How to brighten chances of winning a 
proposal – communication and persuasion

 Strategy and tactics of negotiation

 Cultural aspects of International negotiation



 Negotiation is a thing that everyone does it 
almost daily 



‘A process of securing an agreement between parties with
different needs and goals, but each having something to
offer to the other, and each benefitting from establishing an
agreement, though the balance of power can be dependent
upon whether one party’s needs are significantly greater
than the other’

Or

It is a process by which the involved parties or group resolve
matters of dispute by holding discussions and coming to an
agreement which can be mutually agreed by concerned
parties



 A process by which people deal with 
differences (in thoughts, in desires, 
aspirations, goals, etc)

 These differences may involve sale, purchase, 
merger, different contracts  etc.

 Resolutions sought through negotiations

 To seek mutual agreement through dialogue



 There are two or more parties

 There is a conflict of interest between them

 Parties negotiate because they think they can 
get a better deal than by taking what the 
other side will give them

 Parties prefer to search for agreement rather 
than:
 Fight openly

 Capitulate 

 Permanently break off contact

 Take their dispute to a third party



 Parties expect to give and take. They expect 
both sides will modify or give in somewhat on 
their opening statements(positions) or 
demands (conditions)

 Successful negotiation involves:
 The resolving of tangibles »e.g., the price or the terms of 

agreement

 The resolution of intangibles »underlying psychological 
motivations



Negotiations occurs for one of two reasons:

1. To create something new that neither party 
could attain on their own

2. To resolve a problem or conflict between 
the parties



Distributive

•Win/Lose approach           
Ex: labor management 

Integrative

•Win/Win approach            
Ex: Business negotiations 

Most negotiations combine the elements of 
both types



 Zero-sum or win-lose negotiations (where one 
party's gain is the other party's loss). 

 It occurs when a fixed amount of assets or 
resources are to be divided (such as between 
a management and a union) in situations 
where there is no understanding between the 
negotiating parties on the major issues. 



 Parties compete over distribution of a fixed sum 
of value.

 Key question , ‘Who will claim the most value?’
 Gain by one at the expense of the other. Also 

known as a  zero-sum  negotiation.
Often, there is only one issue in distributive 
negotiation: money.
 It is impossible to make trade-offs based on 

differing preferences.
 Relationship and reputation are irrelevant; not 

willing to trade value for value in their 
relationship.

Ex. Sale of car



 Parties cooperate to achieve maximum benefits by 
integrating their interests into an agreement.

 Also known as win-win negotiation.



In business, integrative negotiations tend to occur 
at these times:

 During the structuring of complex, long term 
partnerships or other collaborations

 When the deal involves many financial and non-
financial terms

 Between professional colleagues, or superiors 
and direct subordinates whose long term 
interests benefit from the other’s satisfaction



 The goal of each side is to create as much 
value for each other

 Each side makes trade-offs to get the things 
it values most, giving up other less critical 
factors.

 When parties’ interests differ, your ability to 
claim what you want from the deal does not 
necessarily detract from the other party’s 
ability to claim what it wants.

 Both parties’ interests and preferences may 
be satisfied.





 Most business negotiations neither purely distributive nor 
purely integrative; rather, competitive and cooperative 
elements are entwined.

 Resulting tension / negotiator’s dilemma, requires difficult 
strategic choices.

 Negotiators must balance competitive strategies, which 
make it hard to cooperate and create value effectively, with 
cooperative strategies, which make it hard to compete and 
claim value effectively .

 At the core of the negotiator’s art is knowing whether to 
compete where interests conflict --- claiming more 
instead of less ---- or to create value by exchanging the 
information that leads to mutually advantageous options.





 Most people envision a negotiation as two people or teams 
sitting opposite each other at the bargaining table; 
individual parties eventually come to an agreement or walk 
away .

 It is fairly accurate for one-on-one negotiations that can 
be handled in a single meeting, such as:

• The purchase of a car, or
• A discussion between a supervisor and a 

subordinate about job performance or compensation.

Few negotiations are so simple.

 Most involve more than two parties, and they sometimes 
take place in phases, with each phase devoted to unique 
issues



Multiphase negotiations are those 
implemented over time in different phases.

 As parties proceed through phases, each 
upholding its respective promises, future 
dealings ensue.

 It allows parties to negotiate based on follow-
through and continuing communication.



Examples:

 The buy-out of an inventory based business, in 

which the parties set a price for the business and 

then agree to modify it later, based on the value of 

the inventory on a specific date. 

 An Architectural design contract in which the

architect and client agree on a price for the design

phase of a project, and then use the design to 
agree on a price for the completion of construction 
drawings.



Tips

 Become familiar with other party’s 

communication and negotiation style.

 Build trust

 Monitor the other party

 Walk away from disconcerting negotiations



Guidelines

 Ensure that the final phase is not the most significant in money 

or impact, nor the most difficult.

 This practice will help protect you when incentives to breach are 

the greatest.

 Most parties will not risk great injury to reputation by failing to 

perform an insignificant item.

 Pay attention to early warnings.

 Create enforcement mechanisms against nonperformance, or

 Create enforcement mechanisms against other breaches of trust



 Coalitions or alliances can form among the 
parties and influence the process and 
outcome.

 Coalitions have more power than any 
individual party involved in the negotiation



Coalitions:

 A coalition is a temporary alliance of separate entities or 

individuals who join together to seek a common purpose.

 A coalition can strengthen your negotiating position.

 Coalition-building can also extend a manager’s influence within 

an organization.

There are two types of coalitions:
 Natural Coalitions:
These form between allies that share a broad range of common 
interests.

 Single-issue coalitions:
These form when parties that differ on other issues unite to 
support or block a single issue, often for different reasons.



Guidelines:

To be successful in multi-party negotiations, you 
must:

 Determine your party’s interests and goals at the

negotiation table as well those of the coalitions you are dealing 
with.

 Then form a strategy 

 If your party is relatively weak, consider forming 
a coalition with others to improve your 
bargaining power:

 If your party is up against a coalition, you might 
ways to break apart the coalition



-Value Driven-

– Identify Opportunities –

- Be Flexible –

- Establish Trust



 Negotiation is a voluntary activity any party 
can break away or refuse to enter into 
discussion

 Negotiation starts when one party wants to 
change status quo

 Negotiation is incomplete if no mutually 
acceptable decision is arrived at.

 Timing is an important component

 There is no winning

 Win-win situation – basic requirement



 Not knowing your power

 Believing other party knows your powers

 Getting intimidated by other ‘Big shot, Little shot 

syndrome’

 Getting intimidated by statistics, precedents, 

regulations etc. Question them

 Not realizing that other party needs agreement 

as much as you do



 Preset mindset

 Not knowing who the final authority is

 Seeking only general goal

 Failing to offer proper arguments

 Discussing insignificant issues

 Poor communication

 Ignoring timing and location

 Giving up when deadlock reached.

 Not knowing right time to close





 People negotiate when they do not have the power to force a 

certain outcome.

 They negotiate only when they believe it is to their advantage.

 A negotiated solution is advantageous only when a better option 

is not available.

 Any successful negotiation must have a fundamental framework 

based on knowledge of three things:

 The best alternative to negotiation

 The minimum threshold for a negotiated deal

 How flexible a party is willing to be and what trade-off it is willing to make



 BATNA (Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement):
Your options if you fail to reach agreement during a 
negotiation.

 Reservation Price/ breaking point:
The least favorable point at which you’ll accept a negotiated 
deal; the “walk-away“ price.

 ZOPA (Zone Of Possible Agreement)/limits of consensus:
The range in which a potential deal can take place; defined 
by the overlap between the parties’ reservation prices.

 Value creation through trades:
The trading of goods or services that have only modest value 
to their holders but exceptional value to the other party 



Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement

 Your BATNA is your preferred course of action in 

the absence of a deal.

 Knowing your BATNA means knowing what you’ll 

do or what will happen if you do not reach 

agreement.

 Therefore, it is critical to know your BATNA 

before entering into any negotiation.



 Your reservation price, is also referred to your walk-away 

point.

 This is the least favorable point at which you accept a deal.

 Your reservation price should be derived from your BATNA 

but is not necessarily the same thing.

 The reservation price and BATNA will be similar if the deal 

is only about money and a credible monetary offer is the 

BATNA.



Zone Of Possible Agreement

 The ZOPA is the range in which a deal can take place. 
Each party’s reservation price determines one end of 
the ZOPA. 

 The ZOPA itself exists, if at all, in the overlap 
between the parties’ reservation price.

Example:
A buyer has set a reservation price of USD 275,000 for 
the purchase of a commercial warehouse and would 
like to pay as little as possible. The seller has set a 
reservation price of  USD 250,000 and would like to 
obtain as much as possible. The ZOPA, therefore, is the 
range between  250,000 and 275,000 USD.



If the numbers are reversed there would be no ZOPA, 
no overlap in the range in which they would agree. No 
agreement is possible, no matter how skilled 
negotiators, unless there were other elements value to 
be considered - or one or both sides’ reservation prices 
changed.





Assessing relative strength of two parties.

Set negotiating objectives – ask, ‘What are real 
issues?’ ‘Which parties should be involved?’.

 It saves you from surprise and unexpected 
when other party introduces unexpected facts 
and figures.

Plan the best way to argue your case.

Assess your and other parties bargaining 
power.



First Impression – The First Reaction

Significance of this period

What should we aim to achieve

Methodology to achieve the aim

Who leads



High level of concentration and energy

The choice of opening topic sets precedence

Once established it becomes a norm

Attitude identified – aggressive/ 
defensive/argumentative/counter  aggressive 

‘Pecking order’ is established (dominant 
position)



Need to distinguish three different dimensions 
of negotiating:

 The content

 The procedures

 The personal interaction





The range of topics to be settled

Oil Contract

• Quality of oil

• Quantity

• Delivery

• Terms

• Discounts

Banking Loan

• Money

• Rate of interest

• Period

• Security

• Repayment



 Planning

 Agenda formulation

 Control of meeting

 Preparations – physical setting and topics

 Preliminaries between parties

 Pacing/schedule



 Purpose

 Plan

 Pace

 Personalities



 “ Can we first agree on procedure?. I would like to check 
with you on what we are hoping to achieve this afternoon, 
and how we  should go about it. Is it agreeable to you?”

AGREE

 “Yes I agree”

 “Well, we see the purpose of this meeting is purely 
exploratory – just to exchange information on our 
respective positions. Is that how you too see the purpose?’

 “We would like to exchange information and get one step 
further. We would like to have some discussion about the 
area in which we might do business together.”

 “Yes, we’d be glad to do if there is time. I assume it will 
take about an hour. Is that agreeable.”

 “Yes I agree”, “So, lets start.” 



 “OK then, we have agreed on the purpose of this meeting, 

and the pace at which we must work, and we are going to 

tackle it.”

 Lets introduce ourselves. Would you like me to start?”



 Sensitivity

 Matters at stake:

a) Who is going to speak first

b) Who is going to lead in forming agenda

c) How is time distributed in two parties



Make use of powerful moment
Cover the process issues:

a) Why we are here
b) What we are going to do
c) How long
d) Follow four Ps

 Emphasis be on ‘Agree’
 Defuse sensitive issues like ‘Pecking order’
 Use ‘Process approach’ as a routine; and 

continue to use it.




